Improper set loading guide for the Alaris® Pump module

Alaris® System

Practices that may lead to set misloading:

Do not place the safety clamp into the Alaris Pump module prior to inserting the set upper fitment.

Do not touch the upper fitment while closing and latching the door.

Do not hold the tubing while closing and latching the door.

Illustrations of misloaded sets

If you observe any of these conditions, close the roller clamp and reload the set upper fitment into the receptacle.

In A and B, the upper fitment is tilted from the vertical position. This tilting was likely caused by lateral force on the upper fitment while the door was closed and latched. This condition may cause infusion rate inaccuracy.

If you observe any of these conditions, close the roller clamp and reload the set upper fitment into the receptacle.

In C and D, the upper fitment is elevated above the receptacle on the Alaris Pump module. This elevation was likely caused by maintained traction on the set while the door was latched and closed. This condition may cause infusion rate inaccuracy.

Examples of improper loading

For product support, contact Customer Advocacy at 888.812.3266 or customerfeedback@carefusion.com.
For technical support, contact Instrument Technical Support at 888.812.3229.
For product orders, contact Customer Order Management at 800.482.4822.

Warning: Failure to follow the Alaris System user manual may result in infusion rate inaccuracy.